AAL
AT KIRKNEWTON PS

Connecting School Devices
■ Our AAL network is now switched on

■ Security
■ Skoolbo, Brainpop, Glow, Twig/TigTag,), ebooks (pupils with ASN), photographing
and uploading work, as well as internet research

BYOD
Bring Your Own Device

What is BYOD
■ BYOD is simply that pupils are allowed to bring their own device to school
■ Learning focus
■ Not an expectation

Why BYOD
■ Personalisation of learning
■ Pupils already know how to use their own devices
■ In addition to school devices, not instead of

How pupils use devices and the internet
to help them learn
■ P6 Pupil
Devices i use: Ipads, My phone, laptops and my kindle.
How I use them: I play educational games, i go on things like yammer, i use things
like sumdog and spelling city, and i make my learning fun and enjoyable

■ Primary 7 Pupil
Maths games are fun :)

Examples of work...
■ https://sway.com/aCZBwhZCj9WqVm7N Sway about Space (done independently for
fun)
■ Pointalism created by a pupil at home and photo shared
- feedback from 15 classmates

■ Icons created at home (follow up from work
in class).

What BYOD should look like in the
upper primary classroom
■ Some pupils may have their own devices, some may be using school devices

■ Planned/incidental uses
■ Not device specific
■ Use of Glow to share learning and work

■ All devices used in a safe and responsible way

What BYOD should not look like in the
upper school classroom
■ Some pupils left out
■ Pupils all working on the same type of device
■ Pupils sharing personal devices
■ Use of specific apps/games all of the time

Our expectations
■ Frequency
■ Responsible use
■ Trust

No pressure/school devices
■ Primary 1– Primary 4 will only have access to school devices (at least 4 iPads in
classrooms plus class laptops plus access to timetabled 'lower class in a box' trolley)
■ Primary 5 – 7 – 6 school iPads plus class laptops plus access to timetabled 'class in
a box' trolley
■ Primary 5 – 7 – the opportunity to bring own devices to school regularly by the end
of the school session

Pilot
■ Primary 6 on a Monday and Friday
■ Pupils in P5-7 with identified Additional Support Need (every day)
■ 4 week block 21st November – Friday 16th December
■ Review use during pilot and plan for future

FAQ – Who is responsible for my child's
device?
■ Pupils are responsible for their own devices, including the walk to and from school
■ Pupils will not be allowed to use their devices outwith the school building (unless
taking part in outdoor learning with their teacher)

■ Consequences will be put in place for misuse of devices, particularly when the device
belongs to someone else (sharing devices will not be allowed for this reason)
■ A sturdy device case is recommended in case of accidents

FAQ
■ Will devices be used instead of
pencil and paper?

■

No, pencil and paper exercises important.
Some children may use devices during
written tasks to check spelling/look up
synonyms

■ Will my child use their 3G/4G
allowance?

■

Pupils shouldn't be using 3G/4G allowance
and will be reminded to switch to the secure
network before using their device

■

No – pupils using their own devices/school
devices will not save any teacher time. Whole
class/group learning activities will be
planned by the teacher. Pupils will have
increased opportunities to share their work
and learning with their peer group.

■ Is this being introduced to save
teachers time?

FAQ
■ Will use of devices limit my child's
creativity?

■ What if my child does not have a
device?

■ What if I can't afford a device for my
child?

■

There will still be plenty of opportunity to develop
creativity in school (through play, writing, drama, art
etc.). Some creative experiences will be enhanced
by use of devices (writing and recording animations,
posters). School devices can also be used to record
drama/music/dance/etc. that can be shared within
the secure Glow space.

■

There are plenty of devices in school and there is
no expectation that pupils will bring in a device.

■

Again, there are plenty of devices available for use
in school. We would recommend that no expensive
devices are brought in to school – cheap tablets
work as well as expensive ones!

FAQ
■ What are the safeguards put in place
to restrict access to inappropriate
information?

■ What if my child forgets their
password?

■ AOQ

■ Pupils will have to sign into the AAL
network on both school devices and
their own device. This will identify
them as a pupil user. It also means
that their activities can be scrutinised
if necessary. Pupils will have the
responsibility of logging out of AAL on
school devices.
■ Teachers are able to reset pupil
passwords. If pupils are using their
own devices then they may be able to
save passwords for other resources
(Glow, Skoolbo, Sumdog etc.). If
pupils do this then they should be
encouraged to have a password for
their device.

